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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a

method for making a building board, such as a floor-

board, which board is intended to be mechanically

joined to similar building boards and which board com-

prises a board body as well as, for the mechanical join-

ing, a metal strip which is mechanically connected to,

and projects from, the board body and which is fomed
with a locking element intended to engage with a com-

plementary locking groove of an adjoining building

board.

[0002] More specifically, the invention relates to an

improved technique for the mechanical connection be-

tween the metal strip and the body.

Background, Features and Advantages of the Invention

[0003] A building board, for example a floorboard,

provided with a projecting metal strip formed with a lock-

ing element for mechanical joining is described in WO
94/26999. That document provides a more derailed de-

scription of how such building boards can be designed

and joined together. The background, features and ad-

vantages of the invention will be described specifically

for this known type of floorboard, but it should be em-

phasised that the invention is useful for making building

board types other than floorboards, such as wall panels

and roof slabs. All references to the temn "floorboard"

should therefore be considered to apply to building

boards in general.

[0004] WO 94/26999 thus discloses a system for me-

chanical joining of floorboards. A first mechanical con-

nection provides mutual vertical locking of the joint edg-

es and may be In the form of a tongue-and-groove joint

along the joint, A second mechanical connection pro-

vides mutual horizontal locking of the boards in a direc-

tion at right angles to the joint edges of the boards.

[0005] In order to illustrate the situation upon which

the present invention is based, reference is now made
to Fig. 1 , which shows in section a joint between two

identical mechanically joined floorboards 2. The method
according to the invention Is useful for making such

floorboards. The design and the function of the floor-

boards 2 substantially correspond to what is known from

WO 94/26999. However, there are certain differences

compared to the prior art with respect to the geometrical

shapes of a gripping stud and a locking element.

[0006] Each board 2 has a top side 4 and underside

6 and, for illustration purposes, can be assumed to be

made of a board body S of laminated fibreboard, plastic

composite, wood or the like. The thickness of the body

S can, for example, be 7 mm. To enable a mechanical

connection, opposite joint edges 8 of the boards 2 are

formed with an integrated metal strip 10 mounted at the

factory, as well as a locking groove 1 6. The strip 1 0 is

preferably made of sheet aluminium and extends hori-

zontally from the underside 6 of the board 2 in the direc-

tion of the second floorboard and runs continuously

throughout the entire length of the joint. However, the

5 strip 10 can be divided into smaller parts, which cover

the main portion of the length of the joint.

[0007] In orderto achieve the required jointtolerances

as well as simple laying, the strip 1 0 is integrally formed

with the board, i.e. it is mounted atthe factory and should

10 specifically not be mounted in connection with laying.

As a non-restrictive example, the strip 1 0 may have a

width of about 30 mm and a thickness of about 0.6 mm.
Metal sheet materials other than aluminium could also

be used.

15 [0008] Along its one side edge, the strip 1 0 is formed

with a locking element 12, bent from the sheet material,

which exhibits an active locking surface-14 having a

height of e.g. 1 .0 mm. In the joined state, the locking

element 12 is received in a locking groove 16, formed
20 in the underside 6 of the second board and extending

parallel to and spaced from the joint edge 8. The locking

element 1 2 and the locking groove 1 6 together form the

above-mentioned second mechanical connection, lock-

ing the boards 2 to each other in the direction designated

25 D2. More specifically, the locking surface 14 of the lock-

ing element 1 2 serves as a stop with respect to the sur-

face 1 8 of the locking groove 1 6 closest to the joint edg-

[0009] When the boards 2 are joined together accord-

30 ing to Fig. 1 ,
they can occupy a relative position in the

direction D2 where a small play A, as small as 0.01 mm,
exists between the locking surface 14 and the locking

groove 16. This play makes it possible to displace the

boards 2 in the direction of the joint without the use of

35 tools. This displaceabllity facilitates the laying and ena-

bles joining togetherthe short sides by snap action . Ref-

erence is made to WO 94/26999 for a more detailed de-

scription ofthefunction and advantages of this construc-

tion.

40 [0010] The strip 10 is mounted in a tolerance-equal-

ising groove in the underside 6 of the board 2. in this

embodiment, the width of the equalising groove is ap-

proximately equal to half the width of the strip 10, i.e.

about 15 mm. The functioning of and different ways of

45 forming the equalising groove are described in detail in

WO 94/26999 and, consequently, need not be repeated

here.

[001 1 ] The strip 1 0 is mechanically fitted to the body

S In the following manner. A groove 20 is provided in the

50 underside 6 of the body S at a distance from a recess

22 adjacent to the joint edge 8. The groove 20 may be

formed either as a continuous groove extending

throughout the entire length of the body S, or as a

number of separate grooves. Together with the recess

55 22, this groove 20 defines a dove-tail gripping stud 24
of the body S. In its fastened state in Fig. 1 , the strip 1

0

exhibits a number of punched and bent tongues 26 as

well as one or more lips 28, which are bent round oppo-
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site sides of tlie gripping stud 24. The term "gripping el-

ement" will be used In the following as a general temn

for tongues, lips and corresponding components of the

strip which are fonned from the sheet material and bent

round the gripping stud 24 of the body S.

Summary of the Invention

[0012] A main object of the Invention Is to provide a

technique for Improving building boards of thetype men-
tioned above.

[001 3] A particular object of the invention Is to provide

a technique for improving the mechanical fastening of

the strip to the body.

[0014] It is also an object of the invention to provide

a technique for improving a manufacturing method for

building boards of the type mentioned above.

[001 5] For achieving these and other objects, accord-

ing to the invention a method is provided for making a

building board having the features recited In the append-

ed claims.

[001 6] Thus, the invention provides a method for mal<-

ing a building board, which exhibits a board body formed

with a gripping stud, and a metal strip extending from

the body, from which are formed gripping elements

which are bent round the gripping stud for mechanical

fastening of the strip to the body, as well as a locking

element for enabling mechanical joining of the board to

similar boards. The method is characterised by preform-

ing the gripping elements from the strip by aprebending

action prior to bending the gripping elements round the

gripping stud, and subsequently bending the prefonned

gripping elements In a bending direction round the grip-

ping stud, the preforming being such that, as a result of

the subsequent bending, the prefonned gripping ele-

ments strike against the gripping stud and thereby, dur-

ing a final stage of the bending, undergo a deformation

In a direction opposite to the bending direction .

[001 7] The defonnation which occurs during said final

stage of the bending preferably results in a biasing of

the gripping elements of the strip against the gripping

stud.

[0018] The preforming as well as the bending of the

gripping elements are preferably carried out by means
of punching means operating essentially at right angles

to a principal plane of the strip/building board, and, in a

particularly preferred embodiment, such punching

means are arranged in one and the same punching tool

so that they are stationary In relation to each other dur-

ing the preforming and the bending.

[0019] For achieving good fastening, and for eliminat-

ing tolerance problems, the gripping elements are pref-

erably preformed to such an extent that said deforma-

tion which arises during the final stage of the bending

consists of a permanent reverse bending of the gripping

elements as well as a resilient return of the gripping el-

ements. In this connection, the reverse bending can

compensate for tolerances with respect to, for example,

the position of the gripping stud in relation to the board

body or In relation to bending punching means, while a

biasing force which Is achieved by the resilient return

can be kept essentially constant.

s [0020] As Is already known per se from the aforemen-

tionedWO 94/26999, the gripping stud Is preferably pro-

vided with undercut gripping edges round which bend-

ing Is carried out. A particularly strong gripping stud,

suitable for the biasing technique according to a pre-

10 ferred embodiment can be obtained If the gripping edg-

es of the gripping stud areformed with first non-undercut

gripping edge parts closest to the strip and second un-

dercut gripping edge parts adjacent thereto. During the

bending, the non-undercut gripping edges achieve a re-

's Inforcement of the gripping stud, while the prefonned

gripping elements are biased essentially only.against

the undercut gripping edge parts.

[0021] Undercut gripping edges of the gripping stud

preferably exhibit an undercutting angle of 10''-45° In

relation to the normal to a principal plane of the building

board, and the gripping elements are preferably pre-

formed with a prefomning angle of 15°-90° in relation to

a principal plane of the strip. However, for achieving the

biasing, the undercutting angle should be smaller than

the preforming angle, and preferably so much smaller

that, even in the case of deviations due to tolerance In

the position of the gripping stud, a permanent reverse

bending of the gripping elements as well as a resilient

return thereof are always obtained. A return angle In the

order of 45° has been found suitable.

[0022] in a preferred embodiment, the preforming is.

achieved by bending each gripping element through a

predetermined pre-bending angle at a first point spaced

from a free end of the gripping element, and the bending

is achieved by bending the gripping element thus pre-

formed at a second point, which is located farther away
from said free end than the first point. Specifically the

pre-bendIng can be perfonned against a punch die sep-

arate from the gripping stud, while the bending is not

carried out until the strip has been positioned against

the gripping stud, which in this connection serves as a
punch die.

[0023] These and other embodiments ofthe Invention

will appear from the appended claims and the following

description of preferred embodiments.

[0024] By the biasing technique according to the pre-

ferred embodiment with prefomning and bending, sev-

eral advantages are achieved from a manufacturing as

well as a product point of view:

1 . The board body, which is typically made of wood
or a wood-based material, or of plastic, may change
its dimensions in connection with variations in mois-

ture and temperature, while the metal strip is tem-

perature-sensitive only. Such dimensional changes
of the body and/or the metal strip may have a neg-

ative Impact on the mechanical connection between
the body and the strip, and may specifically result
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in undesired joint gaps between tlie boards as well

as poorstrengtli.

A first advantage of tlie invention is that it en-

sures that such dimensional changes of the body

and/or the strip do not impair the mechanical con- s

nection, since, according to the invention, the me-

chanical connection between the strip and the

board body can be biased and, consequently, can

automatically and continuously adjust to every di-

mensional change of these two components. In this io

way, it is ensured that the strip is always firmly and

securely connected to the board body, so that the

relative position of these two components remains

correct and unchanged. By the invention, strips

which are loose and can be displaced relative to the is

board body are thus avoided and, consequently, un-

desired joint gaps and poor strength due to loosely

attached strips are eliminated.

2, In addition to the above-mentioned environmen-

tally-caused dimensional variations of the finished 20

building board, a variation can also occur in the po-

sition of the gripping stud in relation to the board

body. This positional variation is due to tolerances

in the manufacturing of the gripping stud, especially

if Its gripping edges are formed by milling. As a re- 25

suit of these tolerances, the position of the gripping

edges in relation to the joint edge of the body may
vary somewhat (e.g. in the order of ± 0.05 mm) from

one building board to another. If the strip Is posi-

tioned in relation to the gripping stud at the time of so

manufacturing, this positional variation of the grip-

ping edges may result in the strip being positioned

Incorrectly.

A second advantage of the invention is that the

prefonning in combination with reverse bending 35

and biasing compensates for the above-mentioned

positional variation of the gripping edge, since an

"Incorrect" position of the gripping edges can be

compensated for by the fact that the gripping ele-

ments of the strip can be caused always to strike 40

against the gripping edges during bending and be

reverse bent to different extents, depending upon

the position of the corresponding gripping edge.

Generally, in manufacturing, it is desirable to be

able to operate within the largest possible toleranc- 45

es, since this reduces set-up and take-down times,

checks, and tool grinding, in the present case, a

suitably designed preforming can handle toleranc-

es of e.g. 0.15 mm.
3. A third advantage provided by the invention is so

that, by virtue of being preformed, the gripping ele-

ments of the strip can always be moved to the cor-

rect position in relation to the bending punches and
still strike against and be reverse bent by the grip-

ping stud which is positioned within a certain man- ss

ufacturing tolerance in relation to the bending

punches. This advantage means that even if the rel-

ative position between the gripping edges of the

body and the bending punches should vary some-

what between different punching operations,- this

does not have a negative effect on the quality of the

mechanical connection between the strip and the

board body.

4. A further advantage achieved by the invention is

that the biasing force applied to the gripping stud by

the bent gripping elements of the mechanically at-

tached strip is essentially independent of both the

punching force which is applied by means of the

bending punches and the length of stroke of the

bonding punches. The advantage of this is that (1)

the bending punches and (ii) other punches re-

quired for making the floorboard (such as pre-bend-

ing punches, punching machines, etc) can be

mounted in one and the same punching tool, which

during manufacturing moves to-and-fro with a

length of stroke common to all punches and a com-

mon pressing power Specifically, this makes it pos-

sible to allow the bending punches, when they are

moving in the direction of the strip, to continue a dis-

tance past the point in the punching motion at which

the fastening of the strip to the board body is com-
pleted, enabling the otherpunches to complete their

punching function during a final, inactive motion of

the bending punches.

The biasing force can be controlled with the aid

of parameters of the metal strip (sheet thickness,

alloy, etc.), as well as with the aid of the position,

angle, and length of the prefonned gripping ele-

ments In relation to the gripping edges and the un-

dercut of the same, and with the aid of the relative

position of the gripping edges and the bending

punches.

5. The forming of the locking element of the strip is

preferably carried out by means of punches operat-

ing essentially at right angles to the principal plane

of the floorboard, and, as mentioned above, it is an

advantage if all punching operations can be carried

out with one and the same punching tool. Conse-

quently, it is desirable that the fastening of the strip

can also be carried out by means of punches oper-

ating at right angles to the principal plane of the

floorboard, A further advantage of the invention is

that the prefonning makes this possible, since the

preforming means that the punching equipment

need not include bending punches operating from

the side for fastening the strip to the gripping stud.

Another advantage of bending punches oper-

ating at right angles is that the compression pres-

sure on the same can be optionally very high with

no risk of the gripping stud breaking, while the fas-

tening force against the gripping stud can be exactly

controlled by the defonnation of the strip. Whereas,

if the bending punches had been operating towards

the edges of the gripping stud, whose position var-

ies in such a punching direction because of the

aforementioned manufacturing tolerances, the
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pressure on the gripping stud would have varied

considerably, with the risk of the gripping stud

breaking or the fastening of the strip being loose.

6. A further advantage of the invention is that the

preforming makes it possible to reduce the thick-

ness of the board body and, consequently, of the

finished building board, by virtue of the fact that the

height of the gripping stud can be reduced since the

gripping elements of the strip, which are to be bent

round the gripping stud, are prefomied when the

bending is earned out.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0025]

Fig. 1 shows in section two mechanically joined

edge portions of two identical floorboards.

Fig. 2 is an overall view of a production line for mak-
ing floorboards according to the invention.

Fig. 3 shows the central portion of a press forming

part of the production line in Fig. 2.

Figs 4A-4C show three consecutive operational

steps in an operating cycle of the press in Fig. 3.

Figs 5A-5F illustrate preforming, bending and re-

verse bending according to the invention.

Figs 6A and 6B illustrate the advantage of the in-

vention when there are tolerances with respect to-

the position of the gripping stud in relation to the

board body

Description of an Embodiment

[0026] With reference to Figs 2-6 in the appended
drawings, a production line will now be described, which
Is usable for making building boards, such as floor-

boards, of the type mentioned above with reference to

Fig. 1 and in which production line an embodiment of

the method according to the Invention is implemented.

The same reference symbols as in Fig. 1 will be used
for the components of the floorboard.

[0027] In Fig. 2, a flexible, formable blank 40, prefer-

ably aluminium sheet, is wound onto a reel 42. The alu-

minium sheet 40 Is fed from the reel 42 to a sheet feeder

46. The task of the sheet feeder 46 is gradually to feed

(arrow P1) the flat blank 40 into a press 48. On its op-

posite side, the press 48 (arrow P2) receives machined
(milled) bodies S of e.g. compact laminate from a board
feeder 50.

[0028] In the production line in Fig. 2, the blank 40 is

cut into separate metal strips 10, the locking elements
1 2 of the strips 1 0 are formed, and the strips 1 0 are me-
chanically attached to board bodies S by means of grip-

ping elements which are fomied from the metal strips.

[0029] Fig. 3 schematically shows a central part of the

press 48. An upper press table 52 supports a punch
holder 56, and a lower press table 54 supports an as-

sociated die cushion 58 as well as a tool table 60 adja-

cent to the die cushion 58, which table fomns an upper

support surface 62 (see Fig. 4) for the body S. The two

press tables 52 and 54 are movable in relation to each
other in the direction indicated by the arrow PS.

5 [0030] Figs 4A-C show the parts which are central to

(I) the fomiing of the locking element 12 of the strip 10

and (11) the mechanical attachment of the strip 1 0 to the

body S.

[0031 ] Figs 4A-C showthe die cushion 58 and the tool

10 table 60 on a larger scale. In its top side, the die cushion

58 has a forming surface 64 against which the locking

element 1 2 of the strip 1 0 is fomied, as well as a holding

surface 66. The fomiing surface 64 Is fomied by two par-

tial surfaces of a groove 68 formed with great precision
IS in the die cushion 58 and extending perpendicular to the

plane of the drawing along the entire width of the blank

40. The tool table 60 has stop edge 70 which extends

transversely of the insertion direction P2 and against

which a predetemilned portion of the body S is caused
20 to abut when the body S is fed into the press 48. In the

preferred embodiment, said predetermined portion con-

sists of the upper joint edge 8 of the body S. The stop

edge 70 is to serve as a reference surface and, for this

purpose it has an exact, predetermined position in rela-

ys tion to theforming surface 64 corresponding to a desired

position of the upperjoint edge 8 of the body S in relation

to the locking surface 14. The fonning surface 64 and
the reference surface 70 together function as a "tem-

plate" against which the locking surface 1 4 and the up-

30 per joint edge 8, respectively, are positioned for achiev-

ing good tolerance values in the finished building board,

[0032] Three punches SI, S2, and S3 are shown
above the die cushion 58 and the tool table 60. In the

embodiment shown, these punches operate in unison
35 in relation to the die cushion 58, i.e. they are mutually

stationary. Moreover, two vertically operating holding-

down means T1 and T2, separate from the punches
SI -S3, are shown. The punches SI -S3 and the holding-

down means T1 and T2 are extended over the entire

40 width of the blank 40. However, S2 Is constructed from
a plurality of mutually separate modules.

[0033] The first punch SI forms the locking surface

1 4 of the locking element 1 2 against the fomiing surface

64. The second punch S2 and the third punch S3 serve
45 to bend the tongues 26 and the lip 28 round the gnpping

stud 24 of the body S in order mechanically to attach the

strip 1 0 to the body S. As mentioned above, the second
punch S2 is constructed from modules, each module
serving to bend a corresponding tongue 26 and having

50 a width of e.g. 1 0 mm. To enable the punch SI to carry

out the bending of the lip 28, the latter is preformed in

the blank 40 upstream in the production line, and to en-

able the punch S2 to carry out said bending of the

tongues 26, the latter are prefomied in the blank 40 up-
55 stream in the production line, so that there are openings

72 in the blank 40 for receiving the second punch S2.

[0034] An operating cycle of the production line de-

scribed above will now be described in more detail. First,
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the part of the blank 40 which is to form the strip 1 0 is

gradually fed over the die cushion 58. During the feed-

ing, the lip 28 and the tongues 26 are preformed and the

strip 10 Is still integral with the rest of the blank 40. A
certain partial separation may nevertheless have taken

place earlier, but in any case, in this feeding step, the

strip 1 0 is not handled as a separate unit. Substantially

simultaneously, a body S is fed over the tool table 60

and Is positioned with its upper joint edge 8 abutting

against the reference surface 70.

[0035] Subsequently, the holding-down means T1

and T2 are activated to the holding position shown in

Fig. 4B. T1 fixes the strip 10 relative to the die cushion

58. T2 fixes the strip relative to the underside 6 of the

body S and fixes the body S relative to the tool table 60

and, consequently, also relative to the reference surface

70. T1 and T2 are maintained in this holding position

until the locking element 12 has been formed and the

strip 1 0 has been mechanically fastened to the body S.

[0036] In the next step, the punches S1 -S3 are acti-

vated in unison according to Figs 4B and 4C, so that (i)

the locking surface 14 of the locking element 12 is

formed against the forming surface 64, (ii) the strip is

separated from the blank 40 by being cut off with e.g. a

punch, and (ill) the strip is fastened to the body S. These
three operations thus take place-substantially simulta-

neously. In order to ensure that 81 "bottoms" against

the groove 68, the punches S2 and S3 move somewhat
ahead of SI . in this way, subsequent to completing their

bending of the tongues 24 and the lip 28, the punches

S2 and S3 can continue an extra distance during the

final forming of the locking element 12 by means of the

punch SI, All punching operations (cutting, forming,

bending) are finished when SI reaches its bottom posi-

tion against the forming surface 64.

[0037] As mentioned above, the tongues 26 and the

lip 28 are preformed. Prior to positioning and fixing the

strip 1 0 by means of the holding-down means T1 and
T2, both the tongues 26 and the lip 28 are pre-bent to

the position shown in Fig. 4A. The pre-bending of the

tongues 26 as well as of the lip 28 is achieved in prior

manufacturing steps (not shown). When the punches S2
and S3 are activated (Figs 4B and 4C), a second bend-

ing takes place round the gripping stud 24. In this con-

nection, the pre-bent portion will undergo a certain re-

verse bending, resulting in a bias arising in the tongues

26 as well as in the lip 28.

[0038] Figs 5A-5F show in more detail the fastening

of a tongue 26 to the gripping stud 24. The same tech-

nique is used for the lip 28 and will consequently not be
described. The undercutting angles and preforming an-

gles can be the same on both sides of the gripping stud

24 or, alternatively, they can be different.

[0039] The gripping edge of the gripping stud 24
round which the tongue 26 is bent exhibits an undercut

gripping edge part 24a, which fonns an undercutting an-

gle of about 30° in relation to a normal N to the principal

plane of the strip 1 0, and a non-undercut gripping edge

part 24b parallel to the nomnal N, which provides a re-

inforcement of the end portion of the gripping edge 24

in connection with the bending.

[0040] Fig. 5A shows how the tongue 26 has already

5 been prefomied, when the strip 1 0 is positioned on the

gripping stud 24. An outer part 26b ofthe tongue 26 has

been pre-bent downwards (by means of a pre-bending

punch (not shown) upstream in the production line) at a

pre-bending angle of about 70° in relation to the princi-

10 pal plane of the strip 10, round a point P1 which is

spaced from the gripping stud 24. In Fig. 5A, a line F

indicates the direction of the pre-bent outer part 26b. A
non-prefomied inner part 26a of the tongue 26 is ex-

tended from the gripping stud 24 to the point PI

.

15 [0041] Alternatively, the preforming of the gripping el-

ements of the strip can be perfonned in several sub-

steps, and the preforming can be achieved by bending

as in this case, and/or by a more continuous bending of

the gripping elements. The outer part as well as the Inner

20 part can be prefomned, and a defined bending point be-

tween the Inner part and the outer part Is not necessary.

[0042] Fig. 5B shows how the bending punch S2 has

been caused to contact the tongue 26 and has begun

the bending round the gripping stud 24 at a point P2. In

2s this connection, the direction ofthe prefonned outer part

26b essentially coincides with the normal N, as indicated

by the line F.

[0043] Figs 5C and 5D show how, during continued

bending round the point P2, the line of direction F sub-

30 sequently passes the normal N, the outer part 26b of the

tongue 26 coming closer and closerto the undercut grip-

ping edge part 24a.

[0044] In Fig. 5E, the extremity of the outer part 26b
of the tongue 26 has just struck against the undercut

35 gripping edge part 24a of the gripping stud 24 at a point

P3.

[0045] During the final bending round the point P2
from the state in Fig. 5E to the state in Fig. 5F, the outer

part 26b of the tongue 26 is prevented from penetrating

40 into the gripping stud 24 to the position indicated by

dashed lines, which illustrates the original pre-bending

angle, instead, the outer part 26b is forced to reverse

bend round the point PI in a clockwise direction in the

Figures, i.e. opposite to the bending direction round the

45 point P2. In the embodiment shown, the outer part 26b
is reverse bent through a reverse bending angle of about
40° (70°-30°). This reverse bending is so great that it

consists of both a permanent reverse bending (for ex-

ample in the order of 39°) and a resilient return (for ex-

50 ample in the order of 1 °). By virtue of the fact that part

of the return is resilient, a bias is obtained between the

tongue 26 and the gripping stud 24.

[0046] Using present day technology, the tolerance

when machining the body S is in the order of 0.02-0.03

55 mm, and, in addition, machining tools wear more than

punching tools, which nrieans that, in practice, the di-

mensional accuracy when machining the body S can

amount to ± 0.05 mm. Consequently, the relative posi-
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tion of the bending punches and the corresponding grip-

ping edges of the gripping stud 24 may vary. Figs 6A
and 6B iliustrate howthis positional tolerance ofthe grip-

ping stud is compensated for by the invention. In this

connection, it should be noted that, for several reasons,

it may be advantageous from a production point of view

to work with large tolerances.

[0047] Figs 6A and 6B correspond to the final state in

Fig. 5F and show the result after finished bending in two

extreme cases. In Fig. 6A, as a result of machining tol-

erances, the left gripping edge of the gripping stud 24
lies displaced maximally from the punch S2. The posi-

tion of the gripping edge is Indicated by a line Lmax and
the position of the punch S2 is indicated by a line L2. In

Fig. 6B, as a result of machining tolerances, the same
gripping edge is instead displaced minimally from the

punch S2. In this Figure, a Line Lmin indicates the po-

sition of the gripping edge.

[0048] By virtue of the prefonning and the return ac-

cording to the invention, a secure mechanical connec-

tion is obtained in both of these extreme cases. In the

situation in Fig. 6A, the outer part 26b of the tongue 26

is reverse bent somewhat less compared to the situation

in Fig. 6B. However, in both cases, the total reverse

bending angle is large enough forthe resilient return an-

gle to be equally large in both cases, i.e. the size of the

biasing force is not affected by the positional tolerances

of the gripping edge.

[0049] In Fig. 5A, a circle C is drawn, whose centre

coincides with the bending point P2 and whose radius

corresponds to a maximum distance from the point P2
to the tip of the outer part 26b. During the bending in

steps 5B-5E, the outer part of the tongue 26 moves in-

side this circle C. Since the radius of the circle C de-

creases when the pre-bending angle increases, it will

be appreciated that the thicl<ness of the body S and,

consequently of the finished building board 2 can be
reduced by virtue of the preforming, since the depth of

the recesses 20 and 22 in the underside 6 of the body
S can be reduced.

[0050] As shown in Fig. 4C, the underside ofthe bend-

ing punches S2 and S3 are located at a distance "A"

from the board body S at the moment when the bending

operation is completed. By virtue of this distance "A", it

is ensured that the final fonning of the locl<ing element

12 in Fig. 4C can certainly be completed by the punch
S1 bottoming against the die cushion 58.

[0051] Since the lip 28 extends continuously along the

entire length of the strip 10, white the tongues 26 are

located at a distance from each other in the longitudinal

direction of the strip 10, the pressure on the lip 28 ex-

erted by the punch S3 will be greater than the pressure

on the tongues 26 exerted by the punch S2. The hori-

zontal force F3 generated by S3 will thus be greaterthan

the opposed force F2 exerted by the punch 82. The ef-

fect of this force differential (F3-F2) is that a possible

"banana shape" of the body S, which could give rise to

an undesired gap in the joint between two interconnect-

ed boards, is straightened out by the board being

pressed against the stop edge 70 of the tool table 60.

[0052] The embodiment described above can be var-

ied in several ways within the scope of the appended
5 claims. For example, the parts of the locking elements

26, 28 which in the embodiment lie horizontally prior to

the bending, can instead be bent downwards somewhat
when the bending starts. Moreover, the undercut edge
can be designed in ways other than those described

10 above, for example with a stepped shape. As an alter-

native, the gripping edge can be non-undercut, in which

casethefastening is effected by frictional force only and/

or penetration into the gripping stud.

Claims

1 . A method for making a building board (2), exhibiting

a board body (S) which is fonned with a gripping

20 stud (24), and a metal strip (1 0) which extends from

the body (S) and from which are fonned gripping

elements (26, 28) which are bent round the gripping

stud (24) for mechanical fastening of the strip (10)

to the body (S), as well as a locking element (1 2) to

25 enable mechanical joining of the board (2) to similar

boards, characterised by preforming the gripping

elements (26, 28) from the strip (1 0) by a prebend-

ing action prior to bending the gripping elements

round the gripping stud (24), and subsequently

30 bending the thus prefonned gripping elements (26,

28) in a bending direction round the gripping stud

(24), the preforming being such that, as a result of

the subsequent bending, the prefomned gripping el-

ements (26, 28) strike against the gripping stud (24)

35 and thereby during a final stage of the bending un-

dergo a defonnation in a direction opposite to the

bending direction.

2. A method according to claim 1 , wherein the defor-

ce mation which occurs during said final stage of the

bending results in a biasing of the gripping elements

(26, 28) of the strip (10) against the gripping stud

(24).

^5 3. Amethodaccordingtoclaimi or2,whereinthestrip

(1 0) is made of a resilient material.

4. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims, wherein the bending of the gripping ele-

50 ments (26, 28) is carried out with the aid of punching

means (S2, S3) operating essentially at right angles

to a principal plane of the building board (2).

5. A method according to any one of the preceding
55 claims, wherein the prefonning of the gripping ele-

ments (26, 28) of the strip (10) is carried out with

the aid of punching means (81) operating essential-

ly at right angles to-a principal plane ofthe strip (1 0).

25

30
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6. A method according to claims 4 and 5, wlierein said

punchiing means (SI ) achieving the prefomiing and

said punching means (S2, S3) achieving the bend-

ing are arranged in one and the same punching tooi

(56) and are stationary in relation to each other dur- s

ing the preforming and the bending.

7. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims, wherein the deformation which arises dur-

ing the final stage of the bending consists of a per- io

manent reverse bending as well as a resilient return

of the gripping elements (26, 28).

8. A method according to any one of claims 2-7,

wherein there is a range of tolerance (Lmin-Lmax) is

with respecttothe position of the gripping stud (24),

and wherein the degree of preforming of the grip-

ping-elements (26, 28) is adjusted to said range of

tolerance so that said biasing is obtained over the

entire range of tolerance. 20

(26, 28), and the bending is achieved by bending

the gripping element (26, 28) thus prefonned round

a second point (P2), which is located farther away
from said free end than the first point (PI).

15. A method according to claim 14, wherein said sec-

ond point (P2), round which the bending is carried

out, is defined by the gripping stud (24).

16. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims, wherein the strip (1 0) is first moved to a first

punch position where the preforming is carried out,

and subsequently is moved to a second punch po-

sition in which the bending is can-led out.

17. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims, wherein the strip (10) and the body (S) are

not moved together until after the prefonning is

completed.

9. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims, wherein the gripping stud (24) is provided

with undercut gripping edge parts (24a).

10. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims, wherein the gripping stud (24) is provided

with non-undercut gripping edge parts (24b) closest

to the strip (1 0) as well as undercut gripping edge
parts (24a) adjacent thereto..

11. A method according to claim 9 or 10, wherein the

undercut gripping edge parts (24a) of the gripping

stud (24) exhibit an undercutting angle of 10°-45°

in relation to a nonnal (N) to a principal plane of the

building board (2).

12. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims, wherein the grifaping elements (26, 28) of

the strip (10) are preformed to a prefonning angle

of IS'-gO" relative to a principal plane of the strip

(10).

13. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims, wherein the gripping stud (24) is provided

with undercut gripping edge parts (24a) exhibiting

an undercutting angle in relation to a normal (N) to

a principal plane of the building board (2), and

wherein the gripping elements (26, 28) are pre-

formed through aprefonning angle relative to a prin-

cipal plane of the strip (10) which is greater than

said undercutting angle.

Patentanspriiche

1. Verfahren zum Herstellen einer Bauplatte (2), die

einen Plattenlcorper (S), der mit einer Klemmnase

(24) versehen ist, und eine l\/letallleiste (10) auf-

weist, die sich von dem Korper (S) aus erstrecl<t und

aus der Klemmelemente (26, 28), die um die

Klemmnase (24) herum gebogen werden, um die

Leiste (10) mechanisch an dem Korper (8) zu be-

festigen, sowie ein Arretierelement (12) geformt

werden, das mechanisches Verbinden der Platte

(2) mit gleichartigen Flatten ermoglicht, dadurch

gekennzeichnet, dass die Klemmelemente (26,

28) aus der Leiste (10) durch einen Vorbiegevor-

gang vor dem Biegen der Klemmelemente um die

Klemmnase (24) herum vorgeformt werden und an-

schlieBend die so vorgefonnten Klemmelemente

(26, 28) in einer Biegerichtung um die Klemmnase

(24) herum gebogen werden, wobei so vorgefonnt

wird, dass als Ergebnis des anschlieBenden Bie-

gens die vorgeformten Klemmelemente (26, 28) an

der Klemmnase (24) anschlagen und so wahrend
eines abschliel3enden Stadiums des Biegens einer

Verformung in einer Richtung entgegengesetzt zu

der Biegerichtung unterzogen werden.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 , wobei die Verformung,

die wahrend des abschliel3enden Stadiums des
Biegens stattfindet, zu einem Spannen der Klem-

melemente (26, 28) der Leiste (10) an die Klemm-
nase (24) fiihrt.

14. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims, wherein the preforming is achieved by pre-

bending each gnpping element (26, 28) through a

predetennined pre-bending angle at a first point

(PI ) spaced from a free end of the gripping element

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder2, wobei die Leiste

(10) aus einem federnden IVIaterial besteht.

4. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprii-

che, wobei das Biegen der Klemmelemente (26, 28)
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mit Hilfe einer Stanzeinrichtung (S2, S3) ausgefiihrt

wird, die im Wesentlichen im rechten Winkel zu ei-

ner IHauptebene der Bauplatte (2) arbeitet.

5. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprii-

clie, wobel das Vorformen der Klemmelemente (26,

28) der Leiste (10) mit Hilfe einer Stanzeinrichtung

(SI) ausgefulirt wird, die im Wesentlichen im rech-

ten Winl(ei zu einer Hauptebene der Leiste (1 0) ar-

beitet.

6. Verfahren nach den Anspruchen 4 und 5, wobei die

Stanzeinrichtung (SI), die das Vorfonnen bewirict,

und die Stanzeinrichtung (S2, S3), die das Biegen

bewirkt, in ein und demselben Stanzwerl<zeug (56)

angeordnet sind und wahrend des Vorformens und

des Blegens stationar zueinander sind.

7. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprii-

che, wobei die Verformung, die wahrend des ab- 20

schlieBenden Stadiums des Blegens entsteht, aus

einem dauerhaften Ruckwartsbiegen sowie einem

federnden Rucksteiien der Klemmelemente (26,

28) besteht.

25

8. Verfahren nach einem der Anspriiche 2 - 7, wobei

eIn Toleranzberelch (Lmln-Lmax) in Bezug auf die

Position der Klemmnase (24) vorhanden ist, und

wobei der Grad des Vorformens der Klemmelemen-
te (26, 28) auf den Toleranzberelch eingesteiit wird, 30

so dass das Spannen fiber den gesamten Toieranz-

bereich errelcht wird.

9. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprii-

che, wobei die Klemmnase (24) mit unterschnitte- 35

nen Klemmkantenteiien (24a) versehen Ist.

10. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprii-

che, wobel die Klemmnase (24) mit nicht unter-

schnittenen Klemmkantenteiien (24b) am nachsten 4o

an der Leiste (10) sowie mit unterschnlttenen

Klemmkantenteiien (24a) daran angrenzend verse-

hen Ist.

1 1 . Verfahren nach Anspruch 9 oder 1 0, wobel die un- 45

terschnlttenen Klemmkantentelle (24a) der Klemm-
nase (24) einen Unterschnlttwinkel von 10° - 45° In

Bezug auf eine Senkrechte (N) zu einer Hauptebe-

ne der Bauplatte (2) aufweisen.

50

12. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprii-

che, wobel die Klemmelemente (26, 28) der Leiste

(10) auf einen Vorformwinkel von 15° - 90° in Bezug
auf eine Hauptebene der Leiste (10) vorgeformt

werden. 55

13. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprii-

che, wobei die Klemmnase (24) mit unterschnltte-

nen Klemmkantenteiien (24a) versehen ist, die ei-

nen Unterschnittwinkei in Bezug auf eine Senkrech-

te (N) zu einer Hauptebene der Bauplatte (2) auf-

weisen, und wobei die Klemmelemente (26, 28)

5 uber einen Vorfonnwinkei in Bezug auf die Haupt-

ebene der Leiste (10) vorgefomit werden, der gro-

3er ist ais der Unterschnittwinkei.

14. Verfahren nach einem dervorangehenden Ansprii-

'0 che, wobei das Vorfonnen durch Vorbiegen jedes

Kiemmelementes (26, 28) urn einen vorgegebenen

Vorblegewinkei an einem ersten Punkt (P1 ) en-eicht

wird, dervon einem freien Endedes Kiemmelemen-
tes (26, 28) beabstandet ist, und das Biegen durch

Biegen des so vorgeformten Kiemmelementes (26,

28) urn einen zwelten Punkt (P2) herum erreicht

wird, der welter von dem freien Ende entfemt ist ais

der erste Punkt (PI).

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 14, wobel der zweite

Punkt (P2), um den herum das Biegen ausgefiihrt

wird, durch die Klemmnase (24) gebildet wird.

16. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprii-

che, wobei die Leiste (10) zunachst an eine erste

Stanzposition bewegt wird, an der das Vorformen

ausgefiihrt wird, und anschlie3end an eine zweite

Stanzposition bewegt wird, an der das Biegen aus-

gefuhrt wird.

17. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprii-

che, wobel die Leiste (10) und der Korper (S) erst

dann zusammen bewegt werden, wenn das Vorfor-

men abgeschlossen Ist.

Revendications

1. Precede de fabrication d'un panneau de construc-

tion (2) presentant un corps de panneau (S) qui est

pourvu d'un tenon d'accrochage (24), et une bande
metalllque (10) qui s'etend a partir du corps (S) et

a partir de laquelle sont formes des elements d'ac-

crochage (26, 28) qui sont replies autour du tenon

d'accrochage (24) pour une fixation mecanique de

la bande (10) sur le corps (S), ainsi qu'un element

de verrouillage (12) permettant i'assembiage du

panneau (2) a des panneaux simllalres, caracteri-

se par un prefonnage des elements d'accrochage

(26, 28) a partir de la bande (10) grace a une action

de precintrage avant le cintrage des elements d'ac-

crochage autour du tenon d'accrochage (24), et en-

suite par un cintrage des elements d'accrochage

preformes (26, 28) dans une direction de cintrage

autour du tenon d'accrochage (24), le preformage

etant tel que, du fait du cintrage consecutif, les ele-

ments d'accrochage prefonnes (26, 28) viennent

butercentre le tenon d'accrochage (24) etsubissent
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ainsi, lors d'une etape finale du cintrage, une defor-

mation dans une direction opposee a la direction de

cintrage.

2. Precede selon la revendication 1 , dans lequel la d6- s

formation qui se produit lors de ladite etape finale

de cintrage, entraTne une inclinaison des elements

d'accrochage (26, 28) de la bande (1 0) centre le te-

non d'accrochage (24).

10

3. Precede selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel

la bande (1 0) est constituee -d'un materiau ^iasti-

que.

4. Proc6d6 selon runequelconque des revendications

precedentes, dans lequel le cintrage des elements

d'accrocliage (26, 28) est effectue a I'aide de

moyens de poingonnage (S2, S3) agissant essen-

tiellement k angles droits par rapport k un plan prin-

cipal du panneau de construction (2). so

5. Precede selon I'une quelconque des revendications

pr§cedentes, dans lequel le preformage des ele-

ments d'accrochage (26, 28) de la bande (10) est

effectue a I'aide de moyens de poingonnage (SI) 25

agissant essentiellement a angles droits par rapport

a un plan principal de la bande (10),

6. Precede selon les revendication 4 et 5, dans lequel

lesdits moyens de poingonnage (SI
) permettant de 30

r^aliser le preformage et lesdits moyens de poin-

Qonnage (S2, S3) permettant de realiser le cintrage

sont compris dans u n etm§me outil de poinponnage

(56) et sont immobiles I'un par rapport a I'autre lors

du preformage et du cintrage. 3s

7. Precede selon I'une quelconque des revendications

precedentes, dans lequel la deformation qui se pro-

duit lors de I'etape finale du cintrage consiste en un

cintrage inverse pemnanent ainsi qu'en un retour 40

6lastique des 6l6ments d'accrochage (26, 28).

(24) presente des SISmente de bordure d'accrocha-

ge qui ne sont pas en contre-depouille (24b) pro-

ches de la bande (10) ainsi que des 6l6ments de

bordure d'accrochage en contre-d§poullle (24a) ad-

jacents a ceux-ci.

1 1 . Precede selon la revendication 9 ou 1 0, dans lequel

les elements de bordure d'accrochage en contre-

depouille (24a) du tenon d'accrochage (24) prdsen-

tent un angle de contre-depouille de 10<'-45° par

rapport & une perpendiculaire (N) a un plan principal

du panneau de construction (2).

12. Proceddseion I'une quelconque des revendications

pr6c6dentes, dans lequel les 6i6ments d'accrocha-

ge (26, 28) de la bande (10) sont prefomnes selon

un angle de preformage de 15°-90° par rapport k

un plan principal de la bande (10).

13. Procedeselon I'une quelconque des revendications

precedentes, dans lequel le tenon d'accrochage

(24) presente des elements de bordure d'accrocha-

ge en contre-depouille (24a) presentant un angle

de contre-depouille par rapport a une perpendicu-

laire (N) k un plan principal du panneau de cons-

truction (2), et dans lequel les elements d'accrocha-

ge (26, 28) sont prefonn6s selon un angle de pre-

formage par rapport a un plan principal de la bande

(10) qui est superieur audit angle de contre-de-

pouille.

14. Procedeselon I'une quelconque des revendications

precedentes, dans lequel le prefomriage est r6alis6

en precintrant chaque element d'accrochage (26,

28) selon un angle de precintrage predetermine au

niveau d'un premier point (PI) espace de I'extremi-

te libre de I'element d'accrochage (26, 28), et le cin-

trage est realise en cintrant I'element d'accrochage

(26, 28) ainsi prefomne autour d'un second point

(P2), qui est plus eloigne de ladite extremite libre

que le premier point (PI).

8. Precede selon I'une quelconque des revendications

2 a 7, comprenant une plage de tolerance (Lmin -

Lmax) par rapport a la position du tenon d'accro- 45

chage (24) et dans lequel le degre de preformage

des elements d'accrochage (26, 28) est regie par

rapport a ladite plage de tolerance de telle sorte que
ladite inclinaison soit obtenue sur I'ensemble de la

plage de tolerance. so

9. Procedeselon I'une quelconque des revendications

precedentes, dans lequel le tenon d'accrochage

(24) presente des elements de bordure d'accrocha-

ge en contre-depouille (24a). ss

1 0. Precede selon I'une quelconque des revendications

precedentes, dans lequel le tenon d'accrochage

15. Procedeselon la revendication 14, dans lequel ledit

second point (P2), autour duquel le cintrage est rea-

lise, est defini par le tenon d'accrochage (24).

16. Procedeselon I'une quelconque des revendications

precedentes, dans lequel la bande (10) est tout

d'abord deplacee vers une premiere position de

poingonnage dans laquelle est realise le preforma-

ge, et est ensuite deplacee vers une seconde posi-

tion de poingonnage dans laquelle est realise le cin-

trage.

17. Procedeselon I'une quelconque des revendications

precedentes, dans lequel la bande (10) et le corps

(S) ne sont pas deplaces ensemble tant que le pre-

fomriage n'est pas termine.

45
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Fig. 2
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